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“The important thing to understand is that there are huge technical and gaming challenges involved in delivering this technology,” explained Tom Savin, Executive Producer, FIFA. “We want to bring players closer to the game, but it also has to make sense in terms of creating the right experience. “While ultimately, the technology itself looks
good, with our players in motion, the result is a wholly new way of viewing a game. It’s a shift in focus towards the football and away from the players. The visibility of the players in the match has shifted in a significant way. The camera angles in the game have also changed to provide a stronger, more strategic view of the match.” 2. Player

Inspiration EA has worked closely with the players to get to this stage and together, they’ve been able to design and develop the quality of Player Inspiration (P.I.) faces that you’ll see in FIFA 22. This combination of player and coaching insights, combined with enhanced Player Intelligence, was key to the team’s ability to bring the game to the
next level. 3. Player Intelligence Creating Player Intelligence in FIFA 22 is a journey-defining moment for EA SPORTS. With the assistance of the players and their coaches, the development team have been able to enhance the Player Intelligence of almost every player across the game, enabling a greater range of movement and gameplay

options. The new Player Traits combine skill and intelligence of the players with smart AI that makes the players more reactive and, in turn, more fun to play. 4. The Journey of Play The journey to this point has been painstakingly detailed and proven over three seasons of the FIFA Premier League. The development team worked closely with the
team behind the scenes in the Premier League and UEFA Champions League to ensure that everything the players were doing was influenced by their actions in game and how their Player Traits were being calculated. As a result, there will be a more authentic connection between the football you’re playing and the way you can use that to

dictate the way you play. 5. Vision The team have done an incredible job with player vision, which is yet another player in-game feedback feature. EA has always been big on data, and AI has helped them gather that data. “What is really nice about this feature is how easy it is to use.” Tom explained. “Players use a number
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Features Key:

Meet the new FOX Engine.
The "It’s Alive" camera system brings alive stadiums and teams with realistic animations.
Vitality System returns for the first time since FIFA 13.
Instant acceleration - your attacks and passes will be faster than before.
New ball controls will feel natural - go forward with the direction the ball is headed.
New dribbling controls - adjust the appropriate amount of touch pressure to perform expert dribbling.
The true player kinematic experience - unparalleled ball control and player movement in direct response to your play.
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FIFA is the world's most popular sports videogame franchise, with more than 375 million copies sold across PC, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and Nintendo Wii. These games have brought football to the masses and continue to delight fans around the world. What are Fundamental Gameplay Advances? FIFA 22 features fundamental gameplay
advances to make the most realistic and authentic experience yet. These include more on-pitch intelligence and unpredictability, a new AI (artificial intelligence) engine that’s more powerful and smarter, more 3D players and a deeper and more diverse set of playing styles. What’s New for Seasonal Modes? FIFA 22 contains eight new modes:
Squad Battles, 1v1, Online Seasons, UEFA, Club World Cup, Leagues, Head to Head and Weekly Cup. New features such as clean sheets, the balanced player ratings system and improved underlying systems have been introduced to Squad Battles, 1v1 and Online Seasons, alongside league-specific additions to the remaining modes. Online
Seasons Players can dive deep into the Season Mode to score increasingly complex scenarios, attacking opposition, rising stars and new clubs. Players can now take their favourite clubs from past and present and live out their dreams of scoring the winning goal and lifting trophies with FIFA 22. Season Mode consists of new missions and
challenges plus the previously available tournaments including UEFA Nations League, Club World Cup and Leagues. Squad Battles Battles return in FIFA 22 with a new AI engine that will affect gameplay and rival performance across all leagues. Now players can take control of a team at their best. This season, there are 10 leagues and 4

additional tournament modes for competitions such as UEFA Nations League, Club World Cup and the FIFA Women’s World Cup. Online Seasons and Squad Battles contain special and unique objectives for each mode and season. There is also a new system for balancing squads for season mode. Leagues In Leagues, players can experience
weekly or monthly leagues with greater variety in the location of fixtures, sizes of teams, and competition types. In Leagues, there are greater levels of competition and unique challenges for each league. The Professional and National Leagues offer additional challenges through a balanced rating system, while the Women's Leagues allows

teams to compete under separate licenses, within their own professional league. With Leagues, there are unique and intriguing team formations throughout the season, as bc9d6d6daa
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FUT is a free-to-play mode that allows players to collect and manage their very own fantasy team of real players from around the world and compete with other players’ Fantasy Teams in a variety of different ways. FUT is the ultimate soccer experience, as players create the ultimate dream team of real players from over 50 real leagues and
competitions. PES Ultimate Team – Play a revolutionary new Fantasy Football mode that combines FUT gameplay with enhanced gameplay, match day features and exclusive player packs. Big Screen Mode – Big screen mode allows players to experience the ultimate FIFA gameplay experience in any TV. And more… Every player is different, so
there is more to FIFA than your typical soccer game. You will learn hundreds of new skills in FIFA 22 thanks to new gameplay animation models and animation techniques, providing gameplay that feels more like soccer. You will be able to see more of the game thanks to the most detailed real-world visuals in the series ever made. And you will
be in complete control of the action thanks to all-new ball physics, player models, animations, and high resolution player textures. FEATURES FIFA 22 will be the best soccer game ever made when it comes out on Oct 18, 2013. So, it's important that you play as much as possible to get your hands on the best ratings. Whether you are an Elite or
Amateur, whether you have a few months or a few years to go before you play your first official match of the Pro Tournament – in FIFA 22, you will be prepared. Your training takes place on your personal Career Ladder using your own Pro Performance Index (PPI) to gauge your current form. Help your Pro perform well in FUT, or train him on the

Job Training Mode. You can even take part in the FIFA Ultimate Team Career Mode – and it’s your responsibility to give him the most training possible. That's how you can get the best ratings. You will also have a free comprehensive guide with information on everything new in FIFA 22 right on your Web TV screen. If you want to play your
matches at competitive speed, take advantage of the new settings, you’ll need to do that. New systems like Coaching, Team Tactics and Situation Control lets you direct your team according to your preferred style of play. You can also even write your own tactics and make your own adjustments to the game. Yet again, if you want to know how

to score goals, take advantage of the

What's new:

The return of Rafael since the last version of FIFA, the Brazilian recognized by the experts as the best passer in the world since Pirlo.
Players that remain from last year in their moves physicality, gameplay, passing, shooting, aggression, defensive work. Take a look at the players we have introduced, as well as the improvements that have been
made in the physicality and movements of our class’ known rogue ball, through the use of "motion capture". The great players of each nationality have been customized in their behaviour, movement, strength and
pace, to create the unique experience of a player of its type. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS OF FOOTBALLERS:
 Attacking players: 

The great players of each nationality have been customized in their behaviour, movement, strength and pace, to create the unique experience of a player of its type. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS OF FOOTBALLERS:
Long-range passing:

The great players of each nationality have been customized in their behaviour, movement, strength and pace, to create the unique experience of a player of its type. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS OF FOOTBALLERS:
Attacking playmaker:

The great players of each nationality have been customized in their behaviour, movement, strength and pace, to create the unique experience of a player of its type. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS OF FOOTBALLERS:
Gigantic superstar:

The great players of each nationality have been customized in their behaviour, movement, strength and pace, to create the unique experience of a player of its type.
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The World's #1 Fan-Favorite FIFA franchise. FIFA gives fans ultimate control of the sport. Whether it's mastering your favorite clubs’ unique playing styles or taking control of the stars of the worldwide game with Player Impact
Engine powered by Frostbite, FIFA evolves soccer at every level. The World's #1 Fan-Favorite FIFA franchise. FIFA gives fans ultimate control of the sport. Whether it's mastering your favorite clubs’ unique playing styles or taking
control of the stars of the worldwide game with Player Impact Engine powered by Frostbite, FIFA evolves soccer at every level. FIFA Ultimate Team™ FIFA's #1 gaming card experience is back and better than ever with numerous

gameplay innovations. Unrivaled authenticity, deeper rewards, and the introduction of ‘Manager AI’-rival players and managers to make tactical decisions. FIFA's #1 gaming card experience is back and better than ever with
numerous gameplay innovations. Unrivaled authenticity, deeper rewards, and the introduction of ‘Manager AI’-rival players and managers to make tactical decisions. Career Mode FIFA offers both casual and hardcore players, the

opportunity to grow and develop their characters into a true superstar as they take on the real life demands of management, coaching, and playing. The FIFA career mode has been evolved to feature goals at every level from school
to the first team, with more ways than ever to build your team and your brand. FIFA offers both casual and hardcore players, the opportunity to grow and develop their characters into a true superstar as they take on the real life

demands of management, coaching, and playing. The FIFA career mode has been evolved to feature goals at every level from school to the first team, with more ways than ever to build your team and your brand. Matchday Thrill to
spectacular gameplay moments like no other with FIFA’s Matchday, the heart of the game. Shape your tactics in-game and test them against the opposition. Customise every detail of the match from stadiums and kits to players and

ball physics. The Matchday experience brings an authentic sense of realism to a vibrant new world of matchday atmosphere, team chemistry, and fan emotion. Thrill to spectacular gameplay moments like no other with FIFA’s
Matchday, the heart of the game. Shape your tactics in-game and test them against the opposition. Customise every detail of the match from stadiums
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